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SINGAPORE - He does not hate animals 
but Professor Peter Ng belongs to the camp 
which feels pigeons, mynas, crows and 
stray cats should be culled. 

These fauna, along with the sparrow and 
the American red-earred terrapin sold widely 
in pet shops, are alien to Singapore's natural 
habitat, argues the National University of 
Singapore (NUS) conservation biologist. 

"They compete with our native spe
cies of birds and other animals for limited 
resources like food and space," said ProfNg, 
one of the editors of the first encyclopaedia 
on Singapore's biodiversity. 

With the launch of the 552-page tome, 
Singapore Biodiversity - An Encyclopedia 
of the Natural Environment and Sustain
able Development, by President S R Nathan 
yesterday, Prof Ng hopes that more Singa
poreans will be more aware of the island's 
rich biodiversity. 

What makes this encyclopaedia dif
ferent is that it does not just label animals 
and plants but provides a context on sus
tainable development and showcases what 
Singapore has done right or wrong in the 
past, said Prof Ng. 

Professor Leo Tan, another editor of 
the book, noted non-native species were 
brought in by people by trains and boats 
in the past. But today, legally imported 
pets pose bigger problems because of the 
sheer number that make their way into 
the wild when pet owners tire of their 
pets and abandon them, added the direc
tor of special projects at the NUS Faculty 
of Science. 

For instance, feral cats have been 
known to contribute or even cause the 
extinction of many species of animals. 
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While Prof Ng does not have data on how 
many of the urban cat population have 
turned feral, he believes that they would 
pose a threat to native species if their num
bers are left unchecked. 

It would be "good if we start neuter
ing as many stray cats as possible, as well 
as chip all pet cats so owners cannot let 
them go when they no longer care or let 
them roam all over", he said. "There are a 
lot of cat lovers and humane folks out there 
but we need to have a check and balance. 
If there are too many stray and feral cats -
what they have to remember is that other 
animals will have to die to sustain them." 

Animal welfare proponents have 
argued that stopping the pet trade will 

diminish the incidence of pet abandonment 
but Professors Ng and Tan feel this is not 
possible as Singapore practises free trade. 
The alternative is to educate people to be 
more responsible pet owners. 

But the Cat Welfare Society and the 
Action for Singapore Dogs, saying that this 
approach is not effective, has called for 
sterilisation of strays to be stepped up. 

Alien species are not limited to animals 
but flora as well. The commonly seen water 
hyacinth has the potential to indirectly alter 
soil water content, nutrient cycling and to 
modify the habitat. 

ProfTan said: "Alien species now domi
nate most non-forest areas and freshwater 
habitats here." 


